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POINT OF INTEREST

Let's face it, a toilet flush plate is not 
designed to be the centre of attention.  
But why not, when it can offer so much  
for hand and eye with perfect lines and 
surprising materials? Just like TECEsquare.

The straightest TECE flush plate stands out 
with its precise workmanship, rich feel and 
flat design. And new surfaces for new 
bathroom designs.
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RUSTED STEEL
TECEsquare metal

From a “no-no” to a must have.  
Rusty steel creates an exciting contrast 
between modernity and transience in 
architecture. And has inspired us to create 
this new metal surface for TECEsquare.
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Industrial culture meets homeliness
Surfaces made of rusted steel add a special touch to the 
homely ambience of this interior. With TECEsquare Rusted 
steel and its surface of corroded steel pigments, the charm 
of industrial culture has now also entered the bathroom.
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For more than 30 years, the Lehner family has shared a passion for refined metal 
surfaces in their workshop in Fürstenzell, Germany. Not only in the close circle of 
father Thomas and mother Ingrid Lehner along with son Thomas junior, but also with 
the world: Because their numerous customers include not only the construction industry 
but also hotels, restaurants and yacht builders who like to cater to the exclusive 
tastes of their international guests and customers down to the smallest detail, not 
only following trends but also setting them.

" For individualists looking 
for something special,  
we handcraft each 
TECEsquare Rusted steel 
surface with a unique, 
everlasting finish. Each 
one unique."

Thomas Lehner junior 
Managing Director Lehner Paint Shop
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NEW LOVE RUSTS
In a manual process, a new design flush plate with an 
individual rusted look is created piece by piece based 
on a stable stainless steel flush plate. 

A special sealing process makes the rust-pigmented 
surface stable, resistant and easy to clean. 

Quality is non-negotiable. Neither for the Lehner family 
nor for TECE.
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BEAUTIFUL TO THE TOUCH 
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The TECEsquare metal collection: Refined brushed metal surfaces in a variety of 
colour shades, durable, lively and easy to clean, flattering to the hand and eye.  
Not quite everyday – for every day.
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BRUSHED NICKEL
TECEsquare metal

Here’s to new metal tones! 
Champagne-coloured and with 
a high-quality brushed finish, 
TECEsquare Nickel brings a 
fresh, elegant accent to light 
bathroom ambiences.
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BRUSHED STAINLESS STEEL
TECEsquare metal

Robust, timeless, strong in expression. This is what 
makes stainless steel a modern classic of everyday 
design. And TECEsquare brushed stainless steel the 
undisputed flagship of our TECEsquare metal 
collection.
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TECEsquare metal flush plates feature a high-quality, brushed surface. They are mounted with the aid 
of a special installation frame that allows for a particularly flat design. TECEsquare metal flush plates,  
for example, are particularly flat in front of the wall at just 3 mm. 

TECEsquare metal 
Brushed black chrome
Deep dark and matt: a strong flush 
plate for dark colour concepts and 
masculine interiors.

TECEsquare metal 
Brushed gold optic
A confident statement that gets a 
modern look and the necessary touch 
of understatement from the matt 
brushed finish.

TECEsquare metal 
Brushed red gold 
A homage to the modern feminine  
style in which reserved elegance and  
a confident appearance is not  
a contradiction.
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OUR SHINING PIECES

Strong gold look and classic bright chrome.  
 The high-gloss addition to the TECEsquare  
metal collection. 

TECEsquare metal 
Polished gold optic
A touch of luxury: Fittings, drainage 
and TECEsquare toilet flush plate in 
bright gold optics add warmth and 
exclusive elegance to the room.

TECEsquare metal 
Bright chrome
No collection without the classic:  
TECEsquare bright chrome perfectly 
matches classic bright chrome fittings 
and turns the room into a timeless 
overall composition.

TECEsquare metal
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When it comes to the game of contrasts, 
these are our bet: TECEsquare metal flush 
plates, lacquered to high quality in the 
non-colours black and white.

CONTRASTS
TECEsquare metal

TECEsquare metal
Polished white

TECEsquare metal
Matt white

TECEsquare metal
Matt black
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INSPIRING

Horizontal and vertical. Adding depth to 
flatness. The new TECEsquare flush plates 
made of 5 mm thick, precisely cut satin 
glass turn the toilet flush plate into a  
work of art.
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INSPIRING
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Joint and colour
Combine to create a contrasting bathroom 
ambience with fittings, drainage and TECEsquare 
toilet flush plate in the trend colour black.
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TECEsquare glass  
Satined signal grey
Concrete colours, cast in glass.  
Signal grey sets warmer or colder 
accents, depending on the background, 
thereby becoming a variable player in 
the design concept.

A reference to room architecture. Horizontal and 
vertical lines of the glass construction are reflected in 
the TECEsquare toilet flush plate.

TECEsquare glass 
Satined white
Whether used neutrally or as a contrast, 
the white flush plate stands for purity 
and freshness in the bathroom  
and toilet.

TECEsquare glass  
Satined black 
A powerfully dark toilet flush plate 
that adds depth through the  
satin-finished glass.

TECEsquare glass  
Satined sand beige 
Warm in tone and impression, the 
satin-finished plate in sandy beige 
blends harmoniously into all  
natural bathroom interiors.
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TECEsquare  
METAL
High quality metal surfaces. Brushed, polished or lacquered.  
In contemporary colours to match current bathroom trends. In a 
timeless, clear design. This is the TECEsquare metal collection.

9240845
Rusted steel

9240848 
Brushed red gold

9240847
Brushed gold optic

9240846
Brushed black chrome

9240843
Brushed nickel

9240830
Brushed stainless steel

The appearance and surface finish may vary due to the material and 
production process as well as depending on the lighting conditions.
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9240839
Polished gold optic

9240831
Bright chrome

9240832
Polished white

9240834
Matt white

9240833
Matt black
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TECEsquare  
GLASS
Easy to clean, smooth glass surfaces. Pure or in classic combinations 
with buttons made of stainless steel, chrome or plastic. This is the 
TECEsquare glass collection.

9240827
Satined sand beige glass 

9240826
Satined signal grey glass

9240824
Satined white glass

9240825
Satined black glass
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9240800
Polished white glass,  
polished white buttons

9240801
Polished white glass,  
brushed stainless steel buttons

9240802
Polished white glass,  
polished chrome buttons

9240807
Polished black glass,  
polished chrome buttons

9240809
Polished black glass,  
polished black buttons

9240806
Polished black glass,  
brushed stainless steel buttons
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Perfectly integrated
For the even one-in-one look, the TECEsquare glass toilet flush plate can also be 
installed flush with the surface using a special mounting frame.

Special installation frames are available 
for flush-mounted installation.

Colour Item no.

Bright metal 9240644

White 9240646 

Black 9240647

Gold plated 9240648

Bright chrome 9240649
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TECEloop

TECEsquare

TECEnow

TECEsolid

TECEvelvet

All TECE flush plates are compatible with the universal cistern 
from TECE. For renovations and modernisations, they can be 
interchanged regardless of series and year. Even after decades.  
Planning and design in a modular system – made by TECE.

 
No limits

UNIVERSALLY COMPATIBLE

Selection from the TECE flush plate range
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ROOM FOR 
IDEAS
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S Bathroom & Sanitary Design Catalogue

FREEDOM IN 
 DESIGN

Design & Creation

RELIABILITY  
IN PROJECT  
BUSINESS

Project & Planning

From shower channels and room 
thermostats to toilet terminals:  
The design catalogue introduces the 
world of attractive TECE products in 
front of the wall.

 
Design catalogue

Freedom of design. The topics of 
Space & Architecture, Individuality  
& Design and Function & Technology 
are aimed primarily at architects and 
bathroom planners.

 
Design and creation

 
Project and Planning
Reliability in terms of time, legal aspects 
and economic efficiency. This brochure 
is intended for planners, architects and 
investors.

GET TO KNOW US BETTER
TECE supports installers, planners and architects 
in the implementation of their building projects. 
Visit www.tece.com/en, where you can find 
detailed information about the company, products 
and services.
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In order to improve the flow of reading, no distinction is made between feminine, masculine and non-binary in 
gender-related expressions. However, all genders are always implied. D
S0
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For more information visit
www.tece.com/en

TECE GmbH
T + 49 25 72 / 9 28 - 999
international-business@tece.de
www.tece.com/en


